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Exhibit A to Opinion Letter

Detachable Magazine Release Button as
utilized on Colt AR15 rifles

The ComGraf CGAR15FM Model has no
milled slot (on the other side) or release
button counter bore in the lower
receiver for the magazine release
hardware needed for detachably
removing a magazine. Accordingly, there
is nothing which would allow a magazine
to be retained or easily detached with
this rifle.
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This view shows the left side of the
ComGraf fixed magazine lower
receiver with no cut-out for the
magazine retention bar. It instead has
a special hole for a screw which
captures a blind nut to fix the
magazine in place.

This Sporter Competition Pre-Ban AR,
which has the standard system for
retaining a detachable magazine, is
shown with the Magazine Release slot.
Without this milled slot, this necessary
part from a normal AR15 for detachably
retaining a magazine could not be
installed into the ComGraf rifle.
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Attempts to insert a curved high capacity
magazine into the ComGraf lower
receiver were not successful from either
the top or the bottom of the receiver as
the magazine well geometry has been
changed. And, additionally, there is no
provision for any of the parts which
retain a detachable magazine as the
ComGraf lower receiver uses a
completely different blind nut assembly
to affix the magazine, which nut requires
disassembly tools to remove.

This picture illustrates a 10-round
magazine removed from the rifle for
cleaning showing the number of special
removal tools, including an assembly
rod, that were used for removal of the
fixed magazine. The process of removing
the magazine for cleaning took me
around 5 minutes and then it took a few
more minutes to re-insert it. The upper
portion of the receiver then had to be
re-attached. By contrast I can change a
magazine in a normal AR15 in a matter
of seconds.
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